
MINUTES NO. 8 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE 

July 10-11, 2003 Meeting Minutes 
Gaston’s Resort – Lakeview, AR 

 
Agenda Item 1– Call to Order & Introductions, Approval of Minutes 
Richard Spring (KCPL) called the meeting of the SPC to order at 8:00 a.m. (Agenda – 
Attachment 1).  Other SPC members in attendance during all or parts of the two-day 
meeting were Vice Chair Dick Dixon (Westar), Mel Perkins (OKGE), Michael Desselle 
(AEP), David Christiano (SPRM), Ricky Bittle (AECC), and John Marschewski (SPP).  
SPP Staff in attendance included Nick Brown, Carl Monroe, Tom Dunn and Stacy 
Duckett.  Guests participating in the meeting included Jim Sherwood (SWPA), David 
Lemmons (Xcel), Clair Moeller (Translink/SPS), Gene Anderson (OMPA), Richard 
House (APSC), Jim Eckelberger (independent Director), and Harry Skilton (independent 
Director).  Dick Dixon moved that the minutes of the June 10-11, 2003 meeting be 
approved as written.  Mel Perkins seconded this motion, which passed unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item 2 – Governance 
The Committee discussed the various governance models presented in a straw man 
proposal developed by Staff (Governance Models - Attachment 2).  After considerable 
discussion, “Option D” was chosen as the preferred model. There was then lengthy 
discussion concerning the details and structure of that option and the Bylaws revisions 
necessary to reflect the new structure. Those revisions will be included in a new draft of 
the Bylaws to be distributed to the Committee by July 14. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Filing Strategy 
Nick Brown addressed the issue of FERC counsel. Upon consideration of issues 
previously raised, as well as alternative candidates to serve as counsel, Brown 
recommended that Mike Small be retained. The Committee agreed. 
 
Brown reviewed SPP’s previous filings as to content, style and tone. The Committee 
agreed that the structure for the new filing should be generally the same. In addition, the 
filing should include references to Order 888, Order 2000 and the FERC White Paper, 
and the role of the Regional State Committee. A determination must be made regarding 
the OATT to be filed – either the current one, or one revised for the RTO. 
 
Agenda Item 4 – ITC Structure 
Carl Monroe provided a presentation outlining the possible roles of ITC and SPP in an 
RTO setting (ITC Structure – Attachment 3). Richard Spring then asked Clair Moeller to 
discuss proposals for independent transmission company participation in SPP.  Clair 
proposed that SPP consider MISO’s membership agreement Appendix I and tariff 
schedules for ITC involvement.  After discussion it was determined that the MISO 
documents would be used as a starting point. These documents will be revised, and 
then distributed to the Membership for consideration. 
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Agenda Item 5 – Member Obligations 
A revised Membership Agreement was provided to the SPC for consideration. This will 
be submitted to the Membership for comment as well. There was discussion as to 
whether new Agreements should be executed prior to the RTO filing and the impact that 
not executing an Agreement might have on the filing. Clair Moeller noted that some 
seams issue might require resolution prior to an ITC committing to join SPP. Following 
discussion, it was determined that a group facilitated by Carl Monroe would review 
several existing seams agreements and propose a seams MOU to the Committee.  
 
Given the lack of certainty regarding the requirement for Section 203 filings, and the 
impact that may also have on state regulatory processes/approvals, the Committee 
determined that pre-filing conferences should be held with FERC and the RSC to review 
the components of the filing and assure that all regulators have any issues addressed in 
advance of the RTO filing. 
 
Agenda Item 6 – Member Input 
Nick Brown suggested the materials to be provided to the Membership for comment, 
and a timeline for accomplishing this in advance of the August Board of Directors 
meeting. The Committee concurred with the proposed plan. 
 
Agenda Item 7 – Review of Action Items and Future Meetings 

• Staff will edit and re-distribute Bylaws to the SPC on July 14 
• Comments will be due to Stacy Duckett by July 18 
• Staff will edit and re-distribute Bylaws to the SPC on July 21 (and possibly ITC 

and Seams agreement documents) 
• Teleconference/web cast meeting July 22 at 10A central 
• Governing documents will be distributed to the Membership on July 23 

(comments due back August 8) 
• Nick Brown is to discuss SPP’s RTO filing with Mike Small, including which 

OATT to include 
• Richard House is to address the issue of state regulatory involvement in the 

filing, specifically whether commissioners, individually or jointly, will file in support 
of the SPP RTO 

 
Future Meetings 
Future meetings are scheduled for August 14-15 in Oklahoma City, with 
teleconferences scheduled on July 22 at 10:00 a.m., and July 30 from 8:30 a.m. until 
11:30 a.m. (Meeting details will be provided as they are available.) 
 
Agenda Item 8 – Adjournment 
With no further business, Richard Spring thanked everyone for participating and 
adjourned the meeting at 9:45 a.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
Stacy Duckett 



 
 

STRATEGIC PLANNING TASK FORCE RETREAT 
 

Gaston’s White River Resort 
1777 River Road – Lakeview, Arkansas 72642 

July 10-11, 2003 
 

- SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES - 
 
Wednesday, July 9 
 
8:00 a.m.  Arrive, free time for relaxation, fishing and hiking 
 
5:00 p.m. Happy Hour 
 
6:00 p.m. Dinner in The Cottage 
 
Thursday, July 10 
 
7:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast in Lodge 2 
 
8:00 a.m. – Planning Session in Lodge 2 
12:00 p.m. 
 
 I.  Administrative Items Nick Brown 

Introductions 
Approval of Minutes 
Agenda Review 

 
 II.  Governance 
   Board Structure 
   Regional State Committee 
 Committees  
   Committee Design 
   Organizational Group Representatives  
    
12:00 noon Lunch Gaston’s Restaurant 
 
1:00 p.m.  Lodge 2 
  
 III.  Filing Strategy 

   FERC Counsel 
   Style/Tone 
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   Outline 
   Documents 
   Tariff 
   Testimony 
 
IV.  ITC Structure 

  
5:00 p.m.  Happy Hour 
 
6:00 p.m.  Dinner in The Cottage 
 
 
Friday, July 11 
 
7:15 a.m. Continental Breakfast Lodge 2 
 
8:00 a.m. – Planning Session Continues Lodge 2 
12:00 p.m. 
 
 

V.  Member Obligations 
   Membership Agreement 

   203 Applications 
 
 VI.  Member Input 
   Distribution Materials 
   Timeline 
 
 VII.  Meeting Schedule 
 
12:00 p.m. - Adjourn Lodge 2 
 
 
 
 



Nicholas A. Brown 
Senior Vice President & Corporate Secretary 
 
June 30, 2003 
 
VIA EXPLODER LISTS: 

Strategic Planning Committee 
Board of Directors 
State Regulators 

 
RE: Governance 
 
Hello! 
 
The SPP Staff and the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) are requesting your assistance 
and input.  The Board of Directors at its June 24 meeting accepted that SPP’s current 
governance structure affirmed on April 14 may not meet the expected requirements of 
independence expressed by FERC.  As such, the Board directed the SPC to submit further 
governance recommendations, including bylaws changes, to the Board in August, recognizing 
the need to maintain the current level of stakeholder input at all Board meetings, including the 
pros and cons of the various governance methods. 
 
While there is practically an infinitum of possible governance structures that could be 
evaluated, to facilitate this process Staff has developed five alternative models to bring focus to 
the discussion.  These models represent what we consider to be the reasonable range of 
alternatives and are described here: 
 

Model A:  As Is 
This model maintains SPP’s current hybrid board structure consisting of 21 directors 
with 7 in each of three categories - transmission owner, transmission user, and non-
stakeholder.  This model is intended to balance the interests of transmission owners 
and transmission users. 
 
Model B:  As Is w/ Weighted Voting 
This model maintains SPP’s current hybrid board structure, but voting results weighted 
49% to stakeholder directors and 51% to non-stakeholder directors, with approval 
requiring a simple majority.  This model is intended to balance the interests of 
stakeholders and non-stakeholders while giving a slight advantage to non-stakeholders 
(their vote will always carry, to the extent, but only to the extent, that they are 
unanimous in their decisions.) 
 
Model C:  Non-Stakeholder Voting w/ Stakeholder Directors 
This model maintains SPP’s current hybrid board structure, but voting rights are 
afforded only to non-stakeholder directors.  This model is intended to provide all the 
independence of a complete non-stakeholder board while insuring stakeholder input in 
the decision-making process because it guarantees a seat at the table during all 
dialogue.
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Model D:  Non-Stakeholder Board w/ Management Committee Participation 
This model contains a complete non-stakeholder board, but maintains the “look and 
feel” of SPP’s current hybrid board structure with an elected management committee 
structured like the current stakeholder sectors, with a sole responsibility of meeting with 
the board at all of its meetings except for executive session (limited to personnel and 
legal issues).  Certain Board authorities may be delegated to the Management 
Committee.  This model is intended to provide maximum independence while providing 
stakeholder input in most matters, and limiting liability to stakeholder representatives 
who have no vote. 

 
Model E:  Non-Stakeholder Board w/ Advisory Committee 
This model contains the typical non-stakeholder board structure, with stakeholder input 
limited to an advisory capacity.  This model is intended to provide maximum 
independence while providing an opportunity for stakeholder input in some matters, but 
no guarantee to participate in the dialogue that leads to many decisions. 

 
What we are soliciting from you is whether the above listed options in fact accomplish Staff’s 
goal to 1) state the range of reasonable options, and 2) provide enough but not too many 
distinct models to focus our direction. 
 
Once we have concurrence on these issues, the models can be evaluated based on various 
characteristics rather than “pros and cons” (with our varied constituency, one member’s con 
tends to be another’s pro).  Staff has identified the following characteristics that seem to be a 
reasonable starting place to evaluate the models based on SPP’s historic value propositions 
and regulatory constraints. 
 

1. Regulatory Acceptability – degree to which federal and state regulators will 
support and accept the governance structure. 

2. Transparency to Stakeholders – degree to which stakeholders can 
understand and influence the board’s decision-making process. 

3. Stakeholder Preference – degree to which stakeholder are comfortable with 
the governance structure. 

4. Non-Stakeholder Accountability – degree to which SPP and stakeholder 
interests are in the hands of non-stakeholders. 

5. Degree of Change – degree of change from the present situation. 
6. Staff Influence – degree to which the Staff can influence the decision-making 

process. 
 
Additionally, we are soliciting from you whether there are additional characteristics that should 
be considered in properly evaluating the alternative models. 
 
As time is very limited, we are requesting any response you may have on these three issues by 
next Thursday, July 3, 2003.  On behalf of the Strategic Planning Committee, thank you in 
advance for your input. 
 
Take Care, 
 

Nick 
 
NB:sb 
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Review of ITC 
Integration into 
SPP Regional 

OATT Carl Monroe
7/10/03

Summary

• Review of Agreement Distinctions from 
existing Transmission Owners Agreements

• Review of Functional Separation
– Schedule 4
– SPS presently in SPP Regional OATT and 

integrated in SPP RTO functions

Agreement Distinctive

• Participation
– ITC members participate in RTO matters

• Delineation of Functions in Schedule 4
• “Material Affect”

– Equal to Critical?

• Rates and Rate Design
– How different than Atlantic City?
– RTO to support?

• Integration Costs

Schedule 4
Areas of Functional Split

•Tariff Administration
•Congestion Management
•OASIS
•ATC/TTC
•Operational Authority
•Reliability, Security and 
Coordination

•Parallel Path Flows
•Ancillary Services
•Planning and Expansion
•Market Monitoring
•Interregional Coordination
•Maintenance Outages
•Losses

Tariff Administration
• RTO Function:

– Approval, calculation and settlement of all transmission service except 
those that sink and source in the ITC.

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– Approval of transmission service that sink and source in ITC, respecting 

all flowgates processed within OASIS Automation.
– Supply data regarding such transactions to the RTO.

• ITC Functions:
– ITC maintains separate schedule in RTO Tariff for different rates and rate 

design.
– ITC has unilateral Section 205 filing right to establish revenue

requirements, file rates, and rate structure changes for base transmission 
charges for service to load within the ITC.

– Settlement of all ITC special services and products offered.
– Calculation and settlement of transmission service that sources and sinks 

in ITC.
– Settlement to RTO for any revenues due RTO from ITC collections.

Congestion Management

• ITC Functions:
– ITC supplies options for ITC System.
– ITC takes financial responsibility for all actions 

that it contracts for.
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OASIS
• RTO Function:

– Provide link to page for ITC to offer special services or 
products.

– Respond to all Transmission Service Requests except those 
that source and sink in ITC System.

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– Respond to Transmission Service Requests that source and 

sink in ITC System.
• ITC Functions:

– ITC supplies information, subject to RTO review, for 
updates to RTO OASIS site page used by ITC.

– Populate ITC OASIS link with transmission pricing, 
ancillary services prices, and special services or products.  
[Need to note that ancillary services prices not exclusively 
on ITC page]

ATC/TTC
• RTO Function:

– Calculates AFC and ATC using ITC data.
– Validates CBM, TRM, and TTC calculation.
– Provides OASIS reservations and schedules to ITC.

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– Provides all ITC schedules to RTO.

• ITC Functions:
– Calculates TTC, CBM, TRM based on validated methods.
– Provides ratings and parameters for ITC transmission facilities to 

be used in AFC/ATC calculation based on validated 
methodology.

– Coordinates with RTO in determining policy for calculating TTC, 
AFC/ATC, CBM, and TRM.

Operational Authority
• RTO Function:

– Approves and implements all schedules in RTO footprint as the 
Transmission Provider, except for schedules that source and sink
in ITC.

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– ITC will coordinate actions with RTO and will respect any 

impacts on RTO flowgates.
– Approves and implements schedules that source and sink in ITC 

as the Transmission Provider.
• ITC Functions:

– Monitors, approves and implements all schedules with source and 
sink in ITC as the operator of the Control Areas in the ITC 
System.

– [Alternative is to adopt GridAmerica provision which permits
GridAmerica to “pre-screen” transactions which source and/or 
sink in ITC footprint.]

Reliability, Security and 
Coordination

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– Monitors critical transmission facilities in ITC System.
– Perform the security-analysis for the ITC System and identify and 

implement actions to maximize use of the ITC System subject to 
RTO supervision and oversight.

• ITC Functions:
– Monitors ITC System and implement corrective action, including 

emergency response redispatch and/or ITC System schedule 
curtailment as needed, under RTO supervision.

– Designate must-run units in ITC System as needed for emergency 
response.

– Commences generation redispatch, notification of RTO, and 
curtailment of transmission service scheduled with ITC to 
maintain reliability under emergency conditions.

Parallel Path Flows

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– Monitors all critical and non-critical transmission 

facilities in ITC System for parallel path flow at 
any time.

– Addresses emergency conditions arising from 
parallel path flow in ITC System.

• ITC Functions:
– Implements actions for parallel path flow 

remediation when delegated by RTO.

Ancillary Services
• RTO Function:

– As Provider of Last Resort (PLR), can designate ITC as provider of Ancillary Services.
– Validates provision of ancillary services by ITC to meet tariff requirements.

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– Monitors provision of ancillary services in ITC System.
– Establishes Ancillary Services Tariff for the provision of:(4) imbalance energy service; and(5) & 

(6) operating reserve services (spinning and supplemental).
– Until RTO operates an energy market that provides financial settlements of imbalance energy, ITC 

will be PLR for Schedule 4 for load within ITC.
– Until there is a common reserve sharing agreement, ITC will be PLR for Schedules 5 and 6 for 

load within ITC
• ITC Functions:

– Authorized to provide Ancillary Services 1 through 3, including scheduling, system control, 
dispatch service; voltage control; and regulation services in ITC System.

– Establishes Ancillary Services Tariff for the provision of authorized Ancillary Services 1 through 
3.

– Encourage customers to self-supply ancillary services and imbalance energy.
– May offer imbalance energy or ancillary services, or have a non-real time energy market as long as 

these actions do not harm competition of RTO Ancillary Service or Imbalance Energy Markets.
– Proposes and implements approved provision of ancillary services allowed. 
– Any financial obligations that are in addition to standard tariff terms will be borne by ITC in 

accordance with any contract terms that are negotiated 
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Planning and Expansion
• RTO Function:

– Approval of ITC planning in ITC System when plans have 
material affect in non-ITC RTO footprint.

– RTO has final word on planning and expansion.
– Administer single RTO queue for generation interconnection 

requests, in accordance with pro forma interconnection 
procedures and agreements applicable to RTO.

• RTO Functions performed by ITC:
– Participate in joint studies, as coordinated by RTO.

• ITC Functions:
– Develop plans for expansion in ITC System.
– Conduct system impact and facilities studies, as coordinated by 

RTO.

Market Monitoring

• RTO Function:
– Provides independent market monitoring in RTO 

footprint.
• RTO Functions performed by ITC:

– RTO may, for data gathering or other specific 
tasks, request that these be performed by ITC.

• ITC Functions:
– None

Interregional Coordination

• RTO Function:
– RTO works to implement seamless markets 

between neighboring RTOs.
• RTO Functions performed by ITC:

– None
• ITC Functions:

– ITC works to implement seamless markets within 
RTO.

Maintenance Outages
• RTO Function:

– Identifies all critical transmission facilities for RTO footprint.
– Approves all outages except generator and non-critical 

transmission facilities in ITC.
• RTO Functions performed by ITC:

– Gathers all transmission outages.
• ITC Functions:

– Submit outage schedules for all transmission facilities 100 kV and 
above and generation facilities 10 MW and above in ITC to the 
RTO.

– Critical transmission facility maintenance is subject to RTO 
approval.

– Approves maintenance for all non-critical transmission facilities 
and coordinates maintenance for all generator facilities in ITC.

Losses

• RTO Function:
– RTO provides losses for application in 

scheduling and settlement by ITC in ITC System.
• RTO Functions performed by ITC:

– Uses RTO provided losses for scheduling and 
settlement in ITC System.

• ITC Functions:
– None
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